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Understanding Second Language Acquisition Lourdes Ortega 2014-02-04 Whether we grow up with one, two, or several languages during our
early years of life, many of us will learn a second, foreign, or heritage language in later years. The field of Second language acquisition (SLA, for
short) investigates the human capacity to learn additional languages in late childhood, adolescence, or adulthood, after the first language --in the
case of monolinguals-- or languages --in the case of bilinguals-- have already been acquired. Understanding Second Language Acquisition offers
a wide-encompassing survey of this burgeoning field, its accumulated findings and proposed theories, its developed research paradigms, and its
pending questions for the future. The book zooms in and out of universal, individual, and social forces, in each case evaluating the research
findings that have been generated across diverse naturalistic and formal contexts for second language acquisition. It assumes no background in
SLA and provides helpful chapter-by-chapter summaries and suggestions for further reading. Ideal as a textbook for students of applied
linguistics, foreign language education, TESOL, and education, it is also recommended for students of linguistics, developmental
psycholinguistics, psychology, and cognitive science. Supporting resources for tutors are available free at www.routledge.com/ortega.
My First Shona Dictionary 2020-06-08 Without practice, your child's Shona and English vocabulary will not grow. The 2020 revised edition of My
First Shona Dictionary is a picture book for introducing your multilingual child to Shona and English. Add over 50 every day objects to point at
and share to your baby's vocabulary. Grow their knowledge in both Shona and English. Read aloud and get them used to your pronunciation.
Each every day object is also illustrated to help make the connection with the real world. A perfect gift to get children off to a great start in life by
learning two languages at the same time: Shona and English.Suitable for multilingual children 0 to 7 years old. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USEKeep
WITHIN REACH of children.
Magnetic Poetry DAVE KAPELL 2000-03-01 This is the kit that, since it came out in 1993, has launched a gajillion fridge door poems! It includes
over 300 carefully-chosen words and word fragments designed to take your imagination to all kinds of uncharted territories. Includes a gorgeous
symphony of words including (of course) gorgeous, symphony, elaborate, time, soar, dream and many, many more! This kit contains over 300
magnetic word tiles that come in a re-useable storage tin. Word tile height is .375." Package size is 4.5w x 6.5h x .875"d.
UNIX and Linux System Administration Handbook Evi Nemeth 2017-09-14 “As an author, editor, and publisher, I never paid much attention to the
competition—except in a few cases. This is one of those cases. The UNIX System Administration Handbook is one of the few books we ever
measured ourselves against.” —Tim O’Reilly, founder of O’Reilly Media “This edition is for those whose systems live in the cloud or in virtualized
data centers; those whose administrative work largely takes the form of automation and configuration source code; those who collaborate closely
with developers, network engineers, compliance officers, and all the other worker bees who inhabit the modern hive.” —Paul Vixie, Internet Hall
of Fame-recognized innovator and founder of ISC and Farsight Security “This book is fun and functional as a desktop reference. If you use UNIX
and Linux systems, you need this book in your short-reach library. It covers a bit of the systems’ history but doesn’t bloviate. It’s just straightforward information delivered in a colorful and memorable fashion.” —Jason A. Nunnelley UNIX® and Linux® System Administration Handbook,
Fifth Edition, is today’s definitive guide to installing, configuring, and maintaining any UNIX or Linux system, including systems that supply core
Internet and cloud infrastructure. Updated for new distributions and cloud environments, this comprehensive guide covers best practices for
every facet of system administration, including storage management, network design and administration, security, web hosting, automation,
configuration management, performance analysis, virtualization, DNS, security, and the management of IT service organizations. The
authors—world-class, hands-on technologists—offer indispensable new coverage of cloud platforms, the DevOps philosophy, continuous
deployment, containerization, monitoring, and many other essential topics. Whatever your role in running systems and networks built on UNIX or
Linux, this conversational, well-written ¿guide will improve your efficiency and help solve your knottiest problems.
Foundations of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism Colin Baker 2021-03-08 The seventh edition of this bestselling textbook has been
extensively revised and updated to provide a comprehensive and accessible introduction to bilingualism and bilingual education in an
everchanging world. Written in a compact and clear style, the book covers all the crucial issues in bilingualism and multilingualism at individual,
group and societal levels. Updates to the new edition include: Thoroughly updated chapters with over 500 new citations of the latest research.
Six chapters with new titles to better reflect their updated content. A new Chapter 16 on Deaf-Signing People, Bilingualism/Multilingualism, and
Bilingual Education. The latest demographics and other statistical data. Recent developments in and limitations of brain imaging research. An
expanded discussion of key topics including multilingual education, codeswitching, translanguaging, translingualism, biliteracy, multiliteracies,
metalinguistic and morphological awareness, superdiversity, raciolinguistics, anti-racist education, critical post-structural sociolinguistics,
language variation, motivation, age effects, power, and neoliberal ideologies. Recent US policy developments including the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA), Seal of Biliteracy, Proposition 58, LOOK Act, Native American Languages Preservation Act, and state English proficiency
standards and assessments consortia (WIDA, ELPA21). New global examples of research, policy, and practice beyond Europe and North
America. Technology and language learning on the internet and via mobile apps, and multilingual language use on the internet and in social
media. Students and Instructors will benefit from updated chapter features including: New bolded key terms corresponding to a comprehensive
glossary Recommended readings and online resources Discussion questions and study activities
The Raven Edgar Allan Poe 1898
Languages of the World Asya Pereltsvaig 2012-02-09 What do all human languages have in common and in what ways are they different? How
can language be used to trace different peoples and their past? Are certain languages similar because of common descent or language contact?
Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics, this textbook introduces readers to the rich diversity of human languages, familiarizing students with
the variety and typology of languages around the world. Linguistic terms and concepts are explained, in the text and in the glossary, and
illustrated with simple, accessible examples. Eighteen language maps and numerous language family charts enable students to place a language
geographically or genealogically. A supporting website includes additional language maps and sound recordings that can be used to illustrate the
peculiarities of the sound systems of various languages. 'Test yourself' questions throughout the book make it easier for students to analyze data
from unfamiliar languages.
Qualitative Research in Nursing Helen Streubert Speziale 2011 "Qualitative Research in Nursing is a user-friendly text that systematically
provides a sound foundation for understanding a wide range of qualitative research methodologies, including triangulation. It approaches nursing
education, administration, and practice and gives step-by-step details to instruct students on how to implement each approach. Features include
emphasis on ethical considerations and methodological triangulation, instrument development and software usage; critiquing guidelines and

questions to ask when evaluating aspects of published research; and tables of published research that offer resources for further reading"-Provided by publisher.
Language FINEGAN 2007-03
The Innovation Stack Jim McKelvey 2020-03-10 From the cofounder of Square, an inspiring and entertaining account of what it means to be a
true entrepreneur and what it takes to build a resilient, world-changing company In 2009, a St. Louis glassblowing artist and recovering computer
scientist named Jim McKelvey lost a sale because he couldn't accept American Express cards. Frustrated by the high costs and difficulty of
accepting credit card payments, McKelvey joined his friend Jack Dorsey (the cofounder of Twitter) to launch Square, a startup that would enable
small merchants to accept credit card payments on their mobile phones. With no expertise or experience in the world of payments, they
approached the problem of credit cards with a new perspective, questioning the industry's assumptions, experimenting and innovating their way
through early challenges, and achieving widespread adoption from merchants small and large. But just as Square was taking off, Amazon
launched a similar product, marketed it aggressively, and undercut Square on price. For most ordinary startups, this would have spelled the end.
Instead, less than a year later, Amazon was in retreat and soon discontinued its service. How did Square beat the most dangerous company on
the planet? Was it just luck? These questions motivated McKelvey to study what Square had done differently from all the other companies
Amazon had killed. He eventually found the key: a strategy he calls the Innovation Stack. McKelvey's fascinating and humorous stories of
Square's early days are blended with historical examples of other world-changing companies built on the Innovation Stack to reveal a pattern of
ground-breaking, competition-proof entrepreneurship that is rare but repeatable. The Innovation Stack is a thrilling business narrative that's much
bigger than the story of Square. It is an irreverent first-person look inside the world of entrepreneurship, and a call to action for all of us to find the
entrepreneur within ourselves and identify and fix unsolved problems--one crazy idea at a time.
Becoming a Translator Douglas Robinson 2004-03-01 Teaching students the core skills of becoming a translator, this fully revised second edition
has been updated throughout to include an exploration of new technologies used by translators and a 'Useful Contacts' section detailing key
organizations.
Translation and Identity Michael Cronin 2006-09-27 Michael Cronin looks at how translation has played a crucial role in shaping debates about
identity, language and cultural survival in the past and in the present. He explores how everything from the impact of migration on the curricula
for national literature courses, to the way in which nations wage war in the modern era is bound up with urgent questions of translation and
identity. Examining translation practices and experiences across continents to show how translation is an integral part of how cultures are
evolving, the volume presents new perspectives on how translation can be a powerful tool in enhancing difference and promoting intercultural
dialogue. Drawing on a wide range of materials from official government reports to Shakespearean drama and Hollywood films, Cronin
demonstrates how translation is central to any proper understanding of how cultural identity has emerged in human history, and suggests an
innovative and positive vision of how translation can be used to deal with one of the most salient issues in an increasingly borderless world.
Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger Christopher Moseley 2010 Languages are not only tools of communication, they also reflect a view of
the world. Languages are vehicles of value systems and cultural expressions and are an essential component of the living heritage of humanity.
Yet, many of them are in danger of disappearing. UNESCO's Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger tries to raise awareness on language
endangerment. This third edition has been completely revised and expanded to include new series of maps and new points of view.
Computer-assisted Translation (CAT) Tools in the Translator Training Process Michal Kornacki 2018-11-19 The goal of the book is to show how
computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools may affect trainee translators and to what degree. As the main issues in the CAT-based classroom
come to light, the author discusses how to negate them in order to prepare students to enter the professional market.
Arab Art Emile Prisse d'Avennes 2010 A girl whose fortunes have plummeted from wealthy aristocrat to servant-girl. A magic hazel twig. A
prince. A desperate escape from danger. This is not the story of a girl whose fairy godmother arranges her future for her. This is the story of
Selena, who will take charge of her own destiny, and learn that her magic is not to be feared but celebrated.
Paperbound Books in Print 1968
Grimms' Fairy Tales Wilhelm Grimm 2015-05-31 Kinder- und Hausmarchen is a collection of German fairy tales first published in 1812 by the
Grimm brothers, Jacob and Wilhelm. The tales have formed the basis for children's tales in the Western world ever since. This volume presents
several of the most popular tales, including Cinderella and Snow White, in the original German side by side with classic English translations."
Warehouse Management Gwynne Richards 2011-06-03 Warehouses are an integral link in the modern supply chain, ensuring that the correct
product is delivered in the right quantity, in good condition, at the required time, and at minimal cost: in effect, the perfect order. The effective
management of warehouses is vital in minimizing costs and ensuring the efficient operation of any supply chain. Warehouse Management is a
complete guide to best practice in warehouse operations. Covering everything from the latest technological advances to current environmental
issues, this book provides an indispensable companion to the modern warehouse. Supported by case studies, the text considers many aspects
of warehouse management, including: cost reduction productivity people management warehouse operations With helpful tools, hints and up-todate information, Warehouse Management provides an invaluable resource for anyone looking to reduce costs and boost productivity.
Globish the World Over Jean-Paul Nerriere 2009 "I must congratulate you on GLOBISH THE WORLD OVER. It's a pioneering text of great
importance, full of enthralling insights for native and non-native English users alike." -- Robert McCrum, author, The Story of English and Literary
Editor, London Observer. Globish, as a concept, takes to task the world hegemony of arrogant English-speakers. Hence the landmark book Don't
Speak English - Parlez Globish became a best-seller in French, and other languages, but it never appeared in English. GLOBISH THE WORLD
OVER is the first book written in Globish-English. Non-native English speakers from non-Anglophone countries use English better between
themselves than with any native English speaker. Globish codifies their very efficient "similar limitations." The word Globish may strike Englishspeakers as an "odd" way to rename their English. However billions of speakers in Brazil, Russia, India and China will be the new "owners" of
what the world is now calling Globish. The implications are far-reaching. GLOBISH THE WORLD OVER discusses this phenomenon, and
demonstrates that Globish - as a deliberate and sufficient subset of English for international communication - is limited more by a person's
communication ability than by mere words.
Roma. Portrait of a City Giovanni Fanelli 2018-02-08 Rome is the city where past and present, spectacle and the everyday collide around every
corner; where Baroque drama flourishes alongside ancient classical wonders; where necks crane to admire Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel; and
where Fellini immortalized la dolce vita. This photographic portrait of Rome brings you all the history and all the...
Interpretation James Nolan 2012-10-09 In recent decades the explosive growth of globalization and regional integration has fuelled parallel
growth in multilingual conferences. Although conference interpreting has come of age as a profession, interpreter training programs have had
varied success, pointing to the need for an instructional manual which covers the subject comprehensively. This book seeks to fill that need by
providing a structured syllabus and an overview of interpretation accompanied by exercises in various aspects of the art. It is meant to serve as a
practical guide for interpreters and as a complement to interpreter training programs in the classroom and online, particularly those for students
preparing for conference interpreting in international governmental and business settings. This expanded second edition includes additional
exercises and provides direct links to a variety of web-based resources and practice speeches, also including additional language combinations.
How Languages are Learned Patsy M. Lightbown 2006-04-27 'How Languages Are Learned' provides a readable introduction to the main
theories of first and second language acquisition, relating them to approaches to classroom methodology and practice.
PISA for Development Assessment and Analytical Framework Reading, Mathematics and Science OECD 2018-09-25 “What is important for
citizens to know and be able to do?” The OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) seeks to answer that question through

the most comprehensive and rigorous international assessment of student knowledge and skills. As more countries join its ranks, PISA ...
Graphic Design Visionaries Caroline Roberts 2015-06-16 Featuring 75 of the world's most influential designers, this book presents the story of
graphic design through the fascinating personal stories and significant works that have shaped the field. Arranged in chronological order, the
book shows the development of design, from early innovators such as Edward McKnight Kauffer and Alexey Brodovitch to key figures of midcentury Swiss Design and corporate American branding. The book profiles masters of typography, such as Wim Crouwel and Neville Brody;
visionary magazine designers, such as Leo Lionni and Cipe Pineles; designers who influenced the world of film, such as Saul Bass and Robert
Brownjohn; and the creators of iconic poster work, such as Armin Hofmann, Rogério Duarte and Yusaku Kamekura. Combining insightful text
and key visual examples, this is a dynamic and richly illustrated guide to the individuals whose vision has defined the world of graphic design.
Child Language Matthew Saxton 2017-10-02 Lecturers/Instructors - Request a free digital inspection copy here This is the best book on the
market for taking students from ‘how children acquire their first language’ to the point where they can engage with key debates and current
research in the field of child language. No background knowledge of linguistic theory is assumed and all specialist terms are introduced in clear,
non-technical language. It is rare in its balanced presentation of evidence from both sides of the nature–nurture divide and its ability to make this
complicated topic engaging and understandable to everyone. This edition includes Exercises to foster an understanding of key concepts in
language and linguistics A glossary of key terms so students can always check back on the more difficult terms Suggestions for further reading
including fascinating TED Talks that bring the subject to life Access to Multiple Choice Quizzes and other online resources so students can check
they've understood what they have just read
An Introduction to Sociolinguistics Janet Holmes 2022-02-27 Sociolinguistics is the study of the interaction between language and society. In this
classic introductory work, Janet Holmes and Nick Wilson examine the role of language in a variety of social contexts, considering both how
language works and how it can be used to signal and interpret various aspects of social identity. Divided into three parts, this book explains basic
sociolinguistic concepts in the light of classic approaches, as well as introducing more recent research. This sixth edition has been revised and
updated throughout, using key concepts and examples to guide the reader through this fascinating area, including: • New material on gender,
social media and online use of language, codeswitching, and language policy • An updated companion website that is fully cross- referenced
within this book and features video and audio materials and links to useful websites • Revised examples and exercises that include new material
from Asia and South America • Fully updated further reading and references sections An Introduction to Sociolinguistics is an essential
introductory text for all students of sociolinguistics and a splendid point of reference for students of English language studies, linguistics, and
applied linguistics.
Project Management Harold Kerzner 2013-01-22 A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies, expanded to
include more than 100 cases plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project Case studies are an important part of project management education and
training. This Fourth Edition of Harold Kerzner's Project Management Case Studies features a number of new cases covering value
measurement in project management. Also included is the well-received "super case," which covers all aspects of project management and may
be used as a capstone for a course. This new edition: Contains 100-plus case studies drawn from real companies to illustrate both successful
and poor implementation of project management Represents a wide range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical, aerospace,
manufacturing, automotive, finance and banking, and telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and international project
management plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project, covering all aspects of project management Follows and supports preparation for the
Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam Project Management Case Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for
students, as well as practicing engineers and managers, and can be used on its own or with the new Eleventh Edition of Harold Kerzner's
landmark reference, Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project Management
Professional are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Emerging identities in virtual exchange Francesca Helm 2018-07-08 This book explores how identities emerge and are negotiated by young
people in online facilitated dialogue, a form of virtual exchange. It offers a framework for this type of exploration based on the assumption that
both the situated context and the technologies mediating online interactions influence, but do not necessarily determine, the interactions taking
place and the participants’ identity orientations. Identity is viewed not as fixed and static, but rather multiple and fluid as interactants position
themselves in relation to one another. This framework is then applied to the analysis of one specific virtual exchange context, and the interactions
over several weeks of a group of participants from a wide range of backgrounds.
Machine Learning Algorithms Giuseppe Bonaccorso 2017-07-24 Build strong foundation for entering the world of Machine Learning and data
science with the help of this comprehensive guide About This Book Get started in the field of Machine Learning with the help of this solid,
concept-rich, yet highly practical guide. Your one-stop solution for everything that matters in mastering the whats and whys of Machine Learning
algorithms and their implementation. Get a solid foundation for your entry into Machine Learning by strengthening your roots (algorithms) with
this comprehensive guide. Who This Book Is For This book is for IT professionals who want to enter the field of data science and are very new to
Machine Learning. Familiarity with languages such as R and Python will be invaluable here. What You Will Learn Acquaint yourself with
important elements of Machine Learning Understand the feature selection and feature engineering process Assess performance and error tradeoffs for Linear Regression Build a data model and understand how it works by using different types of algorithm Learn to tune the parameters of
Support Vector machines Implement clusters to a dataset Explore the concept of Natural Processing Language and Recommendation Systems
Create a ML architecture from scratch. In Detail As the amount of data continues to grow at an almost incomprehensible rate, being able to
understand and process data is becoming a key differentiator for competitive organizations. Machine learning applications are everywhere, from
self-driving cars, spam detection, document search, and trading strategies, to speech recognition. This makes machine learning well-suited to the
present-day era of Big Data and Data Science. The main challenge is how to transform data into actionable knowledge. In this book you will learn
all the important Machine Learning algorithms that are commonly used in the field of data science. These algorithms can be used for supervised
as well as unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning, and semi-supervised learning. A few famous algorithms that are covered in this book
are Linear regression, Logistic Regression, SVM, Naive Bayes, K-Means, Random Forest, TensorFlow, and Feature engineering. In this book
you will also learn how these algorithms work and their practical implementation to resolve your problems. This book will also introduce you to the
Natural Processing Language and Recommendation systems, which help you run multiple algorithms simultaneously. On completion of the book
you will have mastered selecting Machine Learning algorithms for clustering, classification, or regression based on for your problem. Style and
approach An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide that will help you get to grips with real -world applications of Algorithms for Machine Learning.
The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies Lauren Dundes 2019-07-11 In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of
disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand
has heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the
views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social
structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that
Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to the
assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and
latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of
views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
My First Dinka Dictionary kasahorow 2018-04 Without practice, your child's Dinka and English vocabulary will not grow. My First Dinka Dictionary
is a picture book for introducing your multilingual child to Dinka and English. Add over 50 every day objects to point at and share to your baby's

vocabulary. Grow their knowledge in both Dinka and English. Read aloud and get them used to your pronunciation. Each every day object is also
illustrated to help make the connection with the real world. A perfect gift to get children off to a great start in life by learning two languages at the
same time: Dinka and English. Suitable for multilingual children 0 to 7 years old. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE Keep WITHIN REACH of children.
Second Language Acquisition Susan M. Gass 2001 This book is a thorough revision of the highly successful text first published in 1994. The
authors retain the multidisciplinary approach that presents research from linguistics, sociology, psychology, and education, in a format designed
for use in an introductory course for undergraduate or graduate students. The research is updated throughout and there are new sections and
chapters in this second edition as well. New chapters cover child language acquisition (first and second), Universal Grammar, and instructed
language learning; new sections address issues, such as what data analysis doesn't show, replication of research findings, interlanguage
transfer (multilingual acquisition and transfer), the aspect hypothesis, general nativism, connectionist approaches, and implicit/explicit knowledge.
Major updates include nonlanguage influences and the lexicon. The workbook, Second Language Learning Data Analysis, Second Edition,
makes an ideal accompaniment to the text.
The Internet Literacy Handbook Betsy Burdick 2006-01-01 Over the past decade, Internet technology, now merging into that of mobile
technology, has transformed the multiple facets of life in society across the world, changing work and leisure patterns, and placing greater
demands on us as active, democratic citizens. The Internet literacy handbook, intended for parents, teachers and young people throughout
Europe, is a guide to exploiting to the fullest this complex network of information and communication. The handbook is comprised of 21 fact
sheets, each covering a particular topic on Internet use, from searching for information to setting up blogs through to e-shopping and ecitizenship. These fact sheets offer teachers and parents sufficient technical know-how to allow them to share young people's and children's
voyages through communication technology. They highlight ethical and safety considerations, give insight into added value in education, provide
ideas for constructive activities in class or at home, share best practice in Internet use, and provide a wealth of definitions and links to sites that
give practical examples and further in-depth information.
An Introduction to Language and Linguistics Ralph Fasold 2006-03-06 This accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics in which
each chapter is written by an expert who teaches courses on that topic, ensuring balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of the full range of
modern linguistics. Assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a clear introduction to the traditional topics of structural linguistics (theories of
sound, form, meaning, and language change), and in addition provides full coverage of contextual linguistics, including separate chapters on
discourse, dialect variation, language and culture, and the politics of language. There are also up-to-date separate chapters on language and the
brain, computational linguistics, writing, child language acquisition, and second-language learning. The breadth of the textbook makes it ideal for
introductory courses on language and linguistics offered by departments of English, sociology, anthropology, and communications, as well as by
linguistics departments.
Akron House Mystery Collective 2017-03-08 Carol and Steve Taylor move into an old, mysterious house which hides many secrets. Carol hears
footsteps at night, Steve finds an old love letter from the American Civil War and the people in town hear a woman crying in the night. Who is
trying to give them a message and why?
How to Design and Evaluate Research in Education Jack R. Fraenkel 2005-04 How to Design and Evaluate Research in Education provides a
comprehensive introduction to educational research. Step-by-step analysis of real research studies provides students with practical examples of
how to prepare their work and read that of others. End-of-chapter problem sheets, comprehensive coverage of data analysis, and information on
how to prepare research proposals and reports make it appropriate both for courses that focus on doing research and for those that stress how to
read and understand research.
Speech & Language Processing Dan Jurafsky 2000-09
New perspectives on teaching and working with languages in the digital era Antonio Pareja-Lora 2016-05-01 This volume offers a
comprehensive, empirical and methodological view over new scenarios recently emerged in language teaching and learning, such as blended
learning, e-learning, ubiquitous, social, autonomous or lifelong learning, and also over some new (ICT-based) approaches that can support them
(CALL, MALL, CLIL, LMOOCs).
A Parents' and Teachers' Guide to Bilingualism Colin Baker 2014-04-03 In this accessible guide to bilingualism in the family and the classroom,
Colin Baker delivers a realistic picture of the joys and difficulties of raising bilingual children. This revised edition includes more information on
bilingualism in the digital age, and incorporates the latest research in areas such as neonatal language experience, multilingualism and language
mixing.
Among Herders of Inner Mongolia Christel Braae 2017-10-20 This is a study of a unique collection of Inner Mongolian artifacts at the National
Museum of Denmark. They are described, analyzed and presented in a catalogue of more than 800 items, documenting the daily life of pastoral
society in and around the tent, in the herding of the animals, in caravan trade and in hunting, crafts, sports and games, and in ritual life.
Information about the objects was obtained during two expeditions to Inner Mongolia in the 1930s led by the Danish author Henning HaslundChristensen, who had many years' experience of travel and expedition life in Mongolia. This is also a detailed account of the expeditions; of the
routes, means and measures, as well as the worries and hopes of the participants; of their struggles with scientific aspirations; and of the
conditions for collecting against the backdrop of the Chinese civil war and the Japanese occupation. The First and Second Danish Expeditions to
Central Asia took place in 1936-1937 and 1938-1939 respectively. These expeditions were the sole foreign parties with access to the area at the
time, and therefore their members were among the few observers of Inner Mongolian pastoral society at a time and place for which information
was, and still is, scant and fragmented. Hence, the material objects and data obtained are of great scientific importance in the documentation of
the life and material culture of Inner Mongolian herders in the 1930s - the main subject of the present book.
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